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The GridParity installation team was not allowed to be afraid of heights when the project was installed 
in the record time of only 4 weeks.
The logistics posed one of the biggest problems. The roof surfaces at different heights could only 
be reached from the ground in a few places. From there, all components had to be lifted into the airy 
height with a crane. This was not easy with the often strong wind at the Baltic Sea. Similarly, the statics 
and load-bearing capacity of the frames had to take this into account. The used M120 HC GridParity 
modules with 330 Wp are characterized by high stability and a low thermal coefficient.
The layout of Marek Seba, which was adapted to the roofs, led to a highly efficient but also aesthetic 
solution due to the optimization of the electrical losses.
The team of GridParity s.r.o. from Brno was enthusiastically involved, as was the reinforcement from 
Karlsfeld. The planned construction time could be reduced by 2 weeks due to the deployment.

GridParity builds 712 kWp roof-mounted PV system on the 
Hansedom Hotel in Stralsund
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One of our customers near Munich has cho-
sen a terrace from our range and uses it as a 
carport. The kit fits perfectly into the custo-
mer‘s driveway.
A total of 10 transparent M50 double glass 
modules were installed. The total power of 
the system is 2.5 kWp. 
This aesthetic roofing offers not only shading 
but also protection against any weather influ-
ences.
The customer was supported by our compe-
tent team on site during installation. 
The picture on the right shows the enthusia-
stic customer (2nd from left).

Reference project: Terrace as Carport
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In Hesse, a customer combined two of our larger carport kits and thus installed a public electric char-
ging station. A total of 10 kWp was installed.
The semi-transparent double glass modules allow approx. 12% of the incident sunlight to pass through 
the carport, creating a pleasant ambience. So you do not park in a dark hole. The 160x80 mm alu-
minum profiles used provide the necessary stability. The construction remains relatively filigree for such 
a large span of more than 11 metres.

Reference project: e-loading station with Carport XXL+3XL

Pictures provided by Kompetenz Zentrum eMobilität u. erneuerbare Energien
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Offer of the month: Carport L at an absolute special price!

ask for special price!
Carport L (anodized aluminum) 

inclusive
9 x P60 (265Wp) Double Glass Modules 

& Rainproof Mounting 

P60 (265 Wp)

* ex works Karlsfeld, GERMANY; plus shipping costs and statutory VAT; if applicable, less reseller conditions

Example picture, deviations possible

Take advantage of our monthly offer 
and get an L-Carport including P60 
double glass modules and rainproof 
mounting at an unbeatable price. Only 
while stocks last!
We are looking forward to your inquiry.
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